The Golden Issue

We have planned for a long time now to make this issue very special, being as it is #50. Marketing Jean whipped the Steves into a frenzy to create exciting new material.

Our fiction explores a new chapter: the Day of the Dragon (the Gorns enter the General War).

Star Fleet Battles gets 16 new ships (including a new empire), 15 battle groups, a campaign update for the Frax, four new scenarios, and a new monster (space spider).

Federation Commandergets a new monster, four new scenarios, and a new empire (Peladine).

Federation & Empiregets the Romulan Civil War scenario.

A Call to Arms: Star Fleet gets a new monster (moray eel) and four new ships.

Starmadagets to meet the Andromedans. As you see, this issue really is golden.
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